some three years before the printing of our first Number in 1993. Those formative years, in somewhat unknown territory, were occupied with work in several areas. These included: honing the original concept; appointing an editorial group; commissioning manuscripts to kickstart the Journal; and marketing, to launch the publication nationally and internationally.
Before the first formal gathering of the Editorial Board, a pilot meeting was held. This was in Oxford on 7 June 1990. Our host was Lord Walton of Detchant, who had kindly agreed to advise on the fledgling idea of a journal covering medical biography. Previously, I had submitted a plan to Mr Howard Croft, the then Director of Royal Society of Medicine Services Limited (later to become RSM Press Limited), and as a result of his keen response, this, in due course, led to our visit to Oxford.
This visit might be regarded as the first structured origin of the Journal, which, from that early stage, was called the Journal of Medical Biography. It continues into the future with this title, with the abbreviations J Med Biogr for reference purposes, and JMB for personal, inhouse use. From the beginning, the idea had been to form a medical history periodical to fulfil a specific niche of biography. Medical biography was then a surprisingly neglected area, even considering historical journals from other English-speaking countries.
Apart from this niche-filling function, the Journal was intended to complement the Royal Society of Medicine's world-famous Library. And this, and other intentions, were outlined in my Editorial in the first Number (J Med Biogr 1993; l:l) . However, it now seems timely to look again at these expectations, and to other hopes less formally expressed at that time. This is in order to examine whether or not our goals can reasonably be thought to have been achieved over these 10 years.
One of the core aspects of the original model, in fact one of its main features, was the division of issues into headed Sections. Each of these was titled according to clearly identifiable facets of biographical interest. In this vein, it was intended, initially, to focus on "Physicians", "Surgeons", "Investigators", "Truants" (a term borrowed from Moynihan's classical 1936 monograph), "Patients", and other people-based groups.
An additional idea was to include Sections covering themes of biographical interest based more on artefacts than on individual doctors or other medically related figures. Thus, from the start, we encouraged articles under "Bibliographies", "Iconographies", "Collections", "Moments", and similar themes.
A further thought, early on, was to avoid a publication solely devoted to classical medical people of distinction.
This was on the basis that these eminenti had already, in varying degree, been given generous coverage in medical history textsjournals and books, and of course in the registers of professional bodies such as those published by the royal colleges. Therefore, with this in mind, we have also, even preferentially, maintained a keen interest in publishing biographies of the less well known, or even those totally unknown, whose lives have been of special interest or fascination.
It was anticipated, and this seems to have been proved the case, that this focus on the lesser known would reveal valuable biographical material enabling unexpected insights from obscure places within the recent past. I refer to archival treasures from, for example, attics and cellars, rather than from established library collections.
Foremost in our minds, too, was to produce a journal that would be enjoyed not just by clinical doctors. We wished also to appeal to a wide and international audience, including scientists, historians and archivists, librarians, and others with an interest in medical history focused on biography.
And to complement this, we appointed a broad range of experts as Section Editors and Advisory Editors, as they were then termed (now, respectively, members of the Editorial Board and members of the Advisory Board). Thus, in addition to physicians and surgeons, we were fortunate in gaining the collaboration of editorial members with legal, theological, archival, antiquarian, historiographic, iconographic, museological, journalistic, and other expertise.
From the outset, an insistence on a generous pictorial accompaniment to the articles has prevailed. This was to mirror that fundamental spirit of curiositythe need to put a face to a name. Aligned to this has been the inclusion of other person-based imagessignatures, autograph letters, drawings, musical scores, and other expressions from "self". These images have proved to be not simply a valuable historical record, but also an interesting and popular feature.
Our page extent has remained at a wieldable 64 pages in double-column format, and each Volume has been concluded by both Author and Subject indexes, to consolidate our reference and resource base.
Each Number has included some 10 full-length, peerreviewed and referenced articles. Shorter contributions have also been a regular feature. These have taken the form of half-page boxed and illustrated vignettes on various themes: "Plaques on London Houses of Medico-Historical Interest", "Medical Statues", "Medical Memorials", "Anniversary Profiles", and "Medical Topographies". This pattern of several-page articles punctuated by "slots" of shorter contributions continues to be a prime feature. And the stalwart commitment of those presenting rhythmic series of vignettes, some running to several Numbers, if not Volumes, has been well received by our readership, and appreciated editorially.
Our keenness to provide a journal with international dissemination and recognition was reciprocated from an early stage. This arose through approval for abstraction and indexing in Historical Abstracts and in America: History and Life, and then by MEDLINE.
So much for our formative hopes and developments. But how have we fared? Have we attained initial goals?
From the original dozen or so Sections, with medical discipline-based themes such as "Physicians", "Surgeons" and "Investigators" providing starter articles, this list of titles has grown substantially to over 70 categories.
Thus, for the sake of brevity here, and looking at the list alphabetically and somewhat randomly, we can see this expansion in the following. For example, under "A" we have published articles under "Administrators", "Anaesthetists", "Anatomists", and "Army Surgeons". Under "P", in addition to "Physicians", we now have "Pathologists", "Phthisiologists", "Physiologists", "Psychiatrists", and "Public Health Doctors". And under "S" we see "Saints" (medical), "Self-observers" (researchers using heautognosis), "Surgeon-Apothecaries", "Surgeon-Naturalists", and "Statisticians".
Growth in terms of articles from abroad has also been notable; and now each Number regularly features at least a third of its articles from beyond the UK. Looking at this international spread in more detail, contributors from the USA have been our most productive authors -13.3% out of the 37% of papers from abroad. The American example is followed by Australia (5.2%), Canada (4.6%), and France (2.3%). International productivity can also be seen in terms of the ever expanding spread of countries sending us material in addition to those just mentioned: Belgium, China, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Oman, Republic of Ireland, Slovakia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Sweden, and Switzerland. Long may this international trend continue! What of our scope for the future? This would seem to be limitless for at least two reasons. First, as our still young Journal has already shown, there continues to be widespread fascination for new biographical facets of well known figures, already covered in other ways in previous publications. Thus, for example, we have already published several articles revealing new medical aspects of diverse traditional names such as Osler, Mozart, Nelson, and Napoleon.
The second reason for future potential stems from the continuing discovery of original materialoften in the form of letters, documents, diaries or other overlooked, hidden or long-forgotten archives. These have tended to be found by those embarking on research of a personal medical hero, of a name linked to their career, or by those studying their own family background.
Thus the current thirst for original research, as opposed to sound but less novel analyses of material already in the public domain, is likely to continue to yield a rich harvest in the future. And this momentum could well be boosted by the present revived popularity of history and biography in publishing, the media and academia.
In more material terms, what have we achieved so far, and how could this be extrapolated into our next decade?
It is warming to think that these first 10 years have produced not only 10 Journal Volumes of biography, but also some 400 main articles and a substantial collection of vignettes, book reviews, and other short contributions. Of the last, an active Letters to the Editor section has maintained an incisive and stimulating forum. And, as our focus has also been determinedly to encourage pictorial evidence to support articles, our Journal has in the process also generated an archive of over a thousand illustrations. These have been not only portraits, but also other images relevant to biography, such as title pages, autograph material, pictures of personal artefacts, buildings and places, and maps, heraldry, family trees, and other graphic expressions of medical lives.
From our present rate of publication, it would be reasonable to expect that when our next 10 years are completedanother 40 issuesa substantial biographical archive will have been producedfor example, the equivalent of some 50 books of a size comparable to those of the current RSM Press "Eponymists in Medicine" series.
As I step down from the editorial chair, and not without many happy reflections, I must acknowledge with gratitude the staff of RSM Press, not least Mr Peter Richardson, Managing Director, my colleagues of the Editorial Board, and members of the Advisory Board. And, of course, I must also thank our loyal band of subscribers and our enthusiastic and growing authorship. On a more personal level, I have been hugely supported in the routine running of the Journal by the meticulous and cordial help of Miss Delia Siedle, RSM Press Journals Publisher, and a founder member of the team, and of Mr Ralph J Footring, Freelance Production Editor.
These, collectively, have enabled the Journal to pass seamlessly from infancy to this 10th birthday, with solid prospects of many more to come. I end on this optimistic note with the pleasing knowledge that my successor as Editor will be the neurologist and medical historian Dr Christopher Gardner-Thorpe MD FRCP FACP, of Exeter, who will take my place on 1 November 2002.
J M H Moll Editor
